
Question 1a: What according to SOURCE 1 was behind the successful Unification of Italy? 

 

SOURCE 1: https://history.state.gov/countries/issues/italian-unification from the US Office of the Historian. 

This is how this website presents itself “The Office of the Historian is staffed by professional historians who 

are experts in the history of U.S. foreign policy and the Department of State and possess unparalleled research 

experience in classified and unclassified government records” 

(Visited December 1st, 2020 12:50) 

 

 

The final push for Italian unification came in 1859, led by the Kingdom of Piedmont-Sardinia (then the 

wealthiest and most liberal of the Italian states), and orchestrated by Piedmont-Sardinia’s Prime Minister, 

Count Camillo di Cavour. A skilled diplomat, Cavour secured an alliance with France. The Franco-Austrian 

War of 1859 was the agent that began the physical process of Italian unification. The Austrians were defeated 

by the French and Piedmontese at Magenta and Solferino, and thus relinquished Lombardy. By the end of the 

year Lombardy was added to the holdings of Piedmont-Sardinia. 

The northern Italian states held elections in 1859 and 1860 and voted to join the Kingdom of Piedmont-

Sardinia, a major step towards unification, while Piedmont-Sardinia ceded Savoy and Nice to France. 

Giuseppe Garibaldi, a native of Piedmont-Sardinia, was instrumental in bringing the southern Italian states 

into the unification process. In 1860, Garibaldi cobbled together an army (referred to as the “Thousand”) to 

march into the southern part of the peninsula. Landing first in Sicily and then moving onwards into Naples, 

Garibaldi and his men overthrew the Bourbon monarchy and turned over the southern territories to Victor 

Emmanuel II, King of Piedmont-Sardinia. In early 1861 a national parliament convened and proclaimed the 

Kingdom of Italy, with Victor Emmanuel II as its king. At this point, there were only two major territories 

outside of the parameters of the new Kingdom of Italy: Rome and Venetia. 

In 1866 Italy joined Prussia in a campaign against Austria (the 1866 Austro-Prussian War) and thus won 

Venetia. In 1870, taking advantage of the fact that France (the country responsible at the time for guarding the 

Papal States) was distracted by involvement in the Franco-Prussian War (1870-71), the Italian army entered 

Rome. That year, Rome and the Papal States were incorporated into Italy and the Risorgimento completed. 

During the summer of 1871, the Italian capital moved to Rome from Florence (it was moved from Turin to 

Florence in 1865). 

 

 

What do you need to do? 

 

You need to show that you understood the question! This is done with a statement followed by a quote from 

the text. The statement should clearly be an answer to the question. Each statement also has to add something 

to the answer – not just repeat the same answer. Even if something specific is mentioned several times in the 

text, it can only be used once in the answer.  

 

 

 

Example answer: 

 

Camillo di Cavours diplomatic work was behind the successful unification of Italy. Quote to support this 

statement: “The final push for Italian unification came in 1859, led by the Kingdom of Piedmont-Sardinia 

(then the wealthiest and most liberal of the Italian states), and orchestrated by Piedmont-Sardinia’s Prime 

Minister, Count Camillo di Cavour. A skilled diplomat, Cavour secured an alliance with France.” 

 

The war 1859 between France and Austria was an active step towards the successful unification of Italy. Quote 

to support this statement: “The Franco-Austrian War of 1859 was the agent that began the physical process 

of Italian unification. The Austrians were defeated by the French and Piedmontese at Magenta and Solferino, 

and thus relinquished Lombardy. By the end of the year Lombardy was added to the holdings of Piedmont-

Sardinia.” 

 

https://history.state.gov/countries/issues/italian-unification


The northern Italian states voted to join the Kingdom of Piedmont-Sardinia in 1859 and 1860. Quote to support 

this statement: “The northern Italian states held elections in 1859 and 1860 and voted to join the Kingdom of 

Piedmont-Sardinia, a major step towards unification”. 

 

Garibaldi managed to defeat the troops of the Kingdom of Naples and Sicily and thereby bring in the southern 

part of Italy to the successful unification. Quote to support this statement: “Giuseppe Garibaldi, a native of 

Piedmont-Sardinia, was instrumental in bringing the southern Italian states into the unification process. In 

1860, Garibaldi cobbled together an army (referred to as the “Thousand”) to march into the southern part of 

the peninsula. Landing first in Sicily and then moving onwards into Naples, Garibaldi and his men overthrew 

the Bourbon monarchy and turned over the southern territories to Victor Emmanuel II, King of Piedmont-

Sardinia. In early 1861 a national parliament convened and proclaimed the Kingdom of Italy, with Victor 

Emmanuel II as its king.” 

 

The Austro-Prussian War 1866 incorporated Venetia to the Kingdom of Italy as part of the completion of the 

successful unification of Italy. Quote to support this statement: “In 1866 Italy joined Prussia in a campaign 

against Austria (the 1866 Austro-Prussian War) and thus won Venetia”. 

 

The Franco-Prussian War 1870-71 completed the successful unification of Italy when Rome and the Papal 

States were incorporated into the Kingdom of Italy. Quote to support this statement “In 1870, taking advantage 

of the fact that France (the country responsible at the time for guarding the Papal States) was distracted by 

involvement in the Franco-Prussian War (1870-71), the Italian army entered Rome”.    


